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1. IDENTIFICATION
   CLDR short name: White Wine Glass
   CLDR keywords: white wine | wine | white wine glass | wine glass | cheers | wine time | Chardonnay | Sauvignon Blanc | Pinot Grigio | Pinot Gris | Riesling

2. IMAGES
   Zip file: https://www.dropbox.com/s/pd3rkx8u1ggtxje/72x72.zip?dl=0
   License: Designed by Kendall-Jackson Winery, to be licensed for public use (CC0)

3. SORT LOCATION:
   a. Category: Drink
   b. Category Location: After WINE GLASS (RED WINE), or activated on LONG PRESS

4. REFERENCE EMOJI: Necktie

ABSTRACT

This is the proposal for inclusion of a White Wine Glass Emoji ZWJ Sequence (U+1F377 + ZWJ + U+2B1C) for RGI in Unicode Emoji Version 13 for the following reasons:

- The existing wine glass emoji, depicted as a glass of red wine, does not properly represent one of the most popular and widely consumed adult beverages - white wine
- All three code points in the sequence already exist.

Kendall-Jackson Winery is submitting this proposal on behalf of all white wine lovers, fellow wine producers, and viticulturists from around the world.
INTRODUCTION

Since 6000 BC, wine has played a critical role for humanity. The beverage has a complex and venerable history that spans cultures, socioeconomic classes, rituals, and religions. White wine viticulture has reached every continent, excluding Antarctica, and has been consumed around the world for thousands of years.

Jess Jackson, founder of Kendall-Jackson Winery, believed “…wine is a beverage poured to forge bonds with other people, other cultures. Wine is the elixir. We bring it for luck, and for love, and on special occasions. From weddings to housewarmings to ship launchings. We make peace with it, toast the living and the dead with it. Give it and share it with those closest to us. Wine has a deep spiritual significance that no other food or drink possesses. As he saw it, it is embracing life.”

Today, wine is ubiquitous worldwide and evokes strong personal and emotional connections and opinions. In its simplest form, it boils down to “are you a red or a white wine drinker?” We live in an era where the rise of post-truth has left people demanding clear communication and the desire to represent their identity. White wine is not just a popular category comprised of white wine grape varietals; it is a large part of people’s daily lives. This all-important beverage with ancient beginnings should be properly illustrated in our modern, international language of emoji.

White wine is paramount in regions across the globe when it comes to their communication about wine when considering economy, culture and consumption. The following regions and white wines show a broad and global example of white wine’s need for communication by symbol: Germany – Mosel (Riesling), France, Sancerre (Sauvignon Blanc), France, Chablis (Chardonnay), Austria (Gruner Veltliner), Ethiopia (Tej, Honey Wine), Italy – Alto Adige (Pinot Grigio). These global examples show white wine as dominant when it comes to consumption and production, and paramount for communication about wine.

5. SELECTION FACTORS — INCLUSION
   a. Compatibility: N/A
   b. Expected usage level
      I. Frequency

The expected usage of the white wine glass emoji is extremely high. According to Google Trends for “white wine,” there is a growing interest in all white wine varietals worldwide. Further, “white wine” as a general term used to represent all white varietals, outranks any wine search, including category leaders (e.g., Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, and Pinot Grigio). The addition of a white wine glass emoji will allow users to showcase their passion for all white wine varieties with the use of a single emoji.

---


Five wine varietals comprise approximately 75% of the total wine category, dollar share, and case volume. The top-ranking varietals include:\textsuperscript{3}

1. Chardonnay
2. Cabernet Sauvignon
3. Pinot Noir
4. Red Blends
5. Pinot Grigio / Pinot Gris

Out of the top six varietals, three are red wines and three are white wines. Combined, the top three white wines account for approximately 55% of the wine category dollar share, followed by the top three red wines at 45%.

This is significant for two reasons:

1. It showcases the popularity of white wine
2. The popularity of “red wine” as a search term could be due to the fact red wine blends are the third most popular varietal.

Globally, trends in popular adult beverage consumption vary by country, with white wine, red wine, and beer continuously ranking in the top three. For example, white wine reigns in the United States, Australia, and the United Kingdom, while red wine outpaces white wine (second) and beer (third) in both Germany and Canada. Moreover, by 2021, wine is expected to grow at a greater rate than both beer and spirits on a global scale.

According to the IWSR Drinks Market Analysis, white wine is actually the lead varietal by consumption in the following countries: (Australia (60%), Austria (69%), Czech Republic (55%), Greece (75%), Hungary (61%), Slovakia (67%), Slovenia (60%), United Kingdom (51%),

According to Gallup, beer remains the number one alcoholic beverage of choice for Americans, with a consumption rate of 42%. However, wine is close behind, with a consumption rate of 34%. The wine consumption rate has continuously increased over the past twenty years, while beer's rate has steadily decreased. Both beverages are followed by spirits at a steady consumption rate of 19%.

When looking at total wine drinkers, red wine is the overall most consumed wine; however, white wine is not far behind, comprising one-third of total wine drinkers. Despite sparkling wine making up only 8% of wine drinkers, this category currently has an emoji. The large group of white wine drinkers fails to have any emoji representation.

---

4 International Wine & Spirits Record (2018), Regular wine drinkers which is defined as drinking wine at least once a month. https://www.theiwsr.com/Category%20Spotlights.html
Moreover, the U.S. Wine Market Landscape Report by Wine Intelligence\(^9\) reports that 78% of regular wine drinkers in the U.S. drink white wine, whereas 77% of regular wine drinkers in the U.S. drink red wine. While there is clearly overlap in red and white wine consumption, this further demonstrates the lack of emoji representation for white wine drinkers.

White wine’s popularity also continues to grow in terms of production volume. Though red wine composes the largest global share, its category continues to decline as white wine is forecasted to grow in absolute volume terms.\(^10\) Additionally, white wine and red wine are produced from two different grapes, white grapes and red grapes respectively. Red grapes are the only grapes represented as an emoji, thus furthering the need for a white wine emoji.\(^11\)

---


When examining the larger scope of alcoholic beverage search trends, wine is consistently the number one search term in comparison to beer and liquor.\textsuperscript{12}

When taking a deeper dive into wine search trends and comparing the terms “red wine” to “white wine”,\textsuperscript{13} red wine still shows higher results on search platform Google\textsuperscript{14}, though white wine has an impressive number at 1,570,000,000 results.

Google Search Results for “white wine”: 1,570,000,000

Google Search Results for “red wine”: 1,850,000,000


\textsuperscript{13} “Red Wine.” Google, https://www.google.com/search?source=hp&ei=H6uaXMqFIsH-y_gS_q6WoBA&q=red+wine&btnK=Google+Search&oq=red+wine&gs_l=psy-ab.3.0.0i67j0i67j0i67j0i67.225792.226369...0...0.96.555.7......0....1..gws-wiz......0i71j0i730.TXg6mBNG6YK

\textsuperscript{14} “White Wine.” Google, https://www.google.com/search?ei=YquaXJmPHpOt-gT6jYHoBg&ei=white+wine&oq=white+wine&gs_l=psy-ab.3.0.0i67i4j0i67j0i67j0i67.225792.226369...0...0.96.555.7......0....1..gws-wiz......0i71j0i730.TXg6mBNG6YK
Though both terms have been steadily increasing in Google searches since 2004, “red wine” has been decreasing in YouTube searches while “white wine” has slightly increased, which is an indication that there is a growing interest in white wine varietals.

Of the users who are searching the term “red wine” in Google, the most popular term that they also searched for is “white wine.”

While “red wine” searches have been historically higher, it does not paint a true picture of search trends by varietal because one of the top selling red wines is called “red wine blend.” When comparing Google search trends of the number one varietal in the US, “Chardonnay” (13.5 MM case sales) to the second largest varietal, “Cabernet Sauvignon” (10.8 MM case sales),

---

“Chardonnay” is consistently and steadily higher, while searches for “Cabernet Sauvignon” have cyclical peaks of interest, showing a dependable and steady interest in the Chardonnay varietal.19

The blurred interest between varietals is also apparent when comparing “Cabernet Sauvignon”, “Chardonnay”, “Pinot Noir”, and “Sauvignon Blanc.” YouTube search trends show that these red and white wines are comparable to one another, except for Chardonnay, which far outnumbers the remaining varietals.20

---


When comparing expected usage versus necktie (reference emoji), white wine clearly has a higher expected usage.

Google Search Results for Necktie: 43,100,000

Google Search Results for White Wine: 1,570,000,000

When comparing expected usage versus necktie (reference emoji) using Google Trends\textsuperscript{21}, white wine clearly has a higher expected usage, and the trends continue to rise for white wine (2004 to present).

When comparing expected usage versus necktie (reference emoji) using Google Trends and YouTube Search white wine has a clearly higher expected usage, and trends continue to rise for white wine.

When comparing YouTube search results, white wine receives 7,780,000 results, where necktie receives 57,300.

---


23 Google. Google YouTube Search “White Wine” – website: https://www.google.com/search?q=white%20wine%20site%3Ayoutube.com&rlz=1C1GGRV_enUS783US783&oq=youtube&aqs=chrome.0.0j69i60i4j0.751j0j9&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&ved=2ahUKEwiC0dm4qaPhAhUTFjQIHTUKcmQ2wF6BAgDEAg&ei=5vKbXILGAZOs0PEPtZSo2AY. Data pulled 3/27/19

24 Google. Google YouTube Search “White Wine” – website: https://www.google.com/search?q=necktie%20site%3Ayoutube.com&rlz=1C1GGRV_enUS783US783&oq=youtube&aqs=chrome.0.0j69i60i4j0.751j0j9&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8&ved=2ahUKEwiC0dm4qaPhAhUTFjQIHTUKcmQ2wF6BAgDEAg&ei=5vKbXILGAZOs0PEPtZSo2AY. Data pulled 3/27/19
When searching popular social platforms, results show a high usage of the hashtag #whitewine — over 2,440,146 posts on Instagram alone, where necktie (reference emoji) has 376,674 posts.

Instagram Search: White Wine = 2,440,146 Posts


26 Instagram. Instagram Search "#Necktie". Retrieved from Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/necktie/?hl=en
i. **Multiple Use:**

In addition to representing all white wine varietals that the red wine emoji cannot, the white wine glass emoji has innumerable uses. For example, it can be used with other emojis to represent food pairings (e.g., white wine + sushi, soup, salad, fish, etc.). It can also be used to communicate occasion based activities, such as a weekend brunch, girl's night, or beach day, or other celebrations during warmer months when white wine is more frequently consumed.

ii. **Use in Sequences**

The addition of the white wine glass emoji will create a new and valid “wine glass emoji sequence,” allowing a glass color modification to the character. The wine glass sequence will include both white and red wine, and creates the opportunity to add more colors in the future (e.g., pink wine glass to represent rosé wine).

iii. **Breaking new ground**

The current wine glass emoji, representing a generic red, is an oversimplification. Different varietals and styles of wine are more popular during various occasions, meals, and even climates. For example, if a person enjoys a meal of grilled steak and Cabernet Sauvignon, they may communicate it using the “cut of meat” emoji (U+1F969) and the current red wine glass emoji.
However, if a person enjoys a meal of lobster and chardonnay (a delicious pairing!), they may use the lobster emoji (U+1F99E), but are required to use the current red wine emoji was well.

Additionally, white wines have a higher rate of consumption during warmer weather and seasons. Conversely, in general, red wine varietals are consumed at higher rates during cooler seasons.

The lack of a white wine glass emoji inhibits self-expression, from a suggested meal pairing to the preferred libation one may enjoy during warm weather.

c. Image Distinctiveness

The white wine glass emoji will be visually distinct from the current wine glass emoji. The creation of the wine glass sequence will add greater diversity among all emojis, especially in the food and beverage emoji category, where no sequences currently exist.

Furthermore, different wine types are traditionally consumed out of different wine glasses. It not only changes the way the wine may taste on the palate, but also the experience on the nose. Making slight modifications to the wine glass (or vessel) for white wine will drive additional distinctiveness and real likeness.

d. Completeness

The creation of a wine glass emoji sequence incorporating a white wine glass will complete the representation of this beverage category. Quantitative research show that the number one varietal is Chardonnay (a white wine), followed by Cabernet Sauvignon (a red wine). The white wine option brings an authenticity and diversity to the already popular wine glass emoji.

**Nielsen Dollar Sales Data 2017**\(^{27}\): Chardonnay (white wine) represents the largest dollar sales by varietal.

![Graph showing US Wine Off-Premise Sales in Millions for various wines.](image)

**IRI Sales Data**\(^{28}\): Case sales data at 52 weeks shows that Chardonnay (white wine) is the number one selling by volume (17.6MM cases):

---


Currently, Instagram allows users to hashtag emojis which enables them to appear in search results. The red “wine glass” emoji has incredibly high usage, second only to beer. These trends infer a white wine glass emoji would yield comparable or higher results, especially considering white wine is consumed at a higher frequency than red wine.

There are over 4,000 posts on Instagram using the hashtag #whitewineemoji. These posts include examples of users questioning the absence of a white wine emoji and demonstrating their enthusiasm for one to be added. The asks for the white wine emoji are represented on a global scale with post from Germany, Brasil, Italy, Spain, USA, etc.

---

29 Instagram. Instagram Search “#.” Retrieved from https://www.dropbox.com/s/4vi2g5w9ivrd3dw/Red%20Wine%20Glass%20Emoji%20Instagram%20Search.jpg?dl=0

30 Instagram. Instagram Search “#Whitewineemoji”. Retrieved from https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/whitewineemoji/ Date: 8/30/2019
Upon further investigation of emoji usage statistics, the current wine glass emoji ranks 220 out of 2,666 total emojis (filtered by “daily average,” March 25, 2019). Expanding the sequence to include a white wine glass will increase overall usage of this already popular emoji.

Comparative to alternate adult beverage emojis, the red wine glass emoji does not trail far behind the top emojis in this category in terms of daily average usage (DAU). To put this in perspective, the most used adult beverage emoji is the bottle popping cork emoji (844 DAU) while the lowest is the martini glass (243 DAU). The red wine glass emoji is near the top of this category with a daily average usage of 529. In fact, the only other adult beverage emojis that outrank the red wine glass emoji are the clinking glasses (772 DAU) and the clinking beer mugs (672 DAU). The popularity of these two emojis could be attributed to their celebratory nature. Since they are both clinking, users can use these emojis for alternative reasons such as celebrating a promotion, wedding, birthday, etc.

The resolution is undeniable. There is a clear need and demand for the white wine glass emoji, and fans of white wine feel they are not being represented. Below are just a few examples:

---

Pop Star Lady Gaga recently released a popular song called “Grigio Girls” that is all about having fun with your girlfriends while enjoying some Pinot Grigio.\(^{35}\)

The Today Show tweeted about the fact that there is no white wine emoji.\(^{36}\)

Entrepreneur and Author Gary Vaynerchuk posted on Twitter stating his need for a white wine emoji.\(^{37}\)

Food & Wine Magazine’s online article, “13 New Food Emojis are Coming Out This Year” specifically identifies that even there are new additions to the emoji keyboard, we are still missing “…a glass of white wine emoji.”\(^{38}\)


\(^{36}\) The TODAY Show (2016, 06 02). TODAY show. Retrieved from Twitter: https://twitter.com/TODAYshow/status/7383521211075105792


The emojis will come to Apple iOS later this year, but there's no word on what exact part of the year the update will happen.

Food emojis are still seriously lacking though: We still don't have iced coffee, cupcake, kale, avocado toast, or even a glass of white wine emoji!

6. SELECTION FACTORS — EXCLUSION

f. Overly Specific

White wine is a broad and currently unrepresented adult beverage category. Red and white wine are extremely different from one another in many areas ranging from production process to flavor profile to usage occasion and consumer preference. Further, the white wine glass emoji is not overly specific, as it represents all white varietals (e.g., Chardonnay, Sauvignon Blanc, etc.).

g. Open-Ended

This is not an open-ended pursuit; there are only three major shades of wine – white, red, and pink. While some day demand may justify adding a pink wine emoji too, the popularity of white wine will bring greater user benefit overall.

h. Already Representable

One cannot represent or recreate white wine using existing emojis or emoji sequences. The only way to communicate wine (red, white, or pink) is with the red wine glass emoji.

i. Logos, Brands, UI Icons, Signage, Specific People, Deities

N/A. White wine brings people together!

There are no logos or brands associated with the white wine glass emoji. Kendall-Jackson Winery is submitting this proposal on behalf of all white wine lovers and fellow wine producers.

There are no copyright risks associated with a white wine emoji.

j. Transient

It is safe to say that wine isn't going anywhere, and neither is the popularity of white wine. Scientists believe white wine has been around since before the time of Tutankhamen and it has only grown in popularity over time. It now represents 47% of all wine purchases (red wine represents 46%).

k. Faulty Comparison


N/A. This proposal is not leveraging comparisons to existing emojis or sets of emojis to make its case.

1. **Exact Images**

N/A. This proposal does not request an exact image, but Kendall-Jackson Winery has developed a design to be licensed for public use (CC0).